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August 25, and spending the night in Loudon. The next
day he will go to Liverpool in the company of the Most
Rev. Francis Bourne, Archbishop of Westminster, and the
Duke of Norfolk, where the three will embark on the Em-
press of Ireland, in which their cabins are already reserved.
On this steamship there will be ten portable altars, on
which Masses may be said from 5 to 8 every morning of the
voyage. On Sunday there will be Pontifical High Mass at
8 o’clock on the third class deck. His Eminence will be
received incognito at Rimouski by the General Manager of
the Canadian Pacific Railway, who has invited him and a
party of invited guests to visit Niagara Falls on September
1. Thence the Cardinal and his companions will go to
Toronto, leaving that city by steamboat on September 4 and
arriving in Montreal on the evening of September 5.

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY IN AUCKLAND

A TALENTED MECHANIC

Monsieur Roussel, a middle-aged Frenchman, who is
employed as carpenter and general handy man at the Sacred
Heart College, Ponsonby, has developed a taste for revelling
in the mysteries of electricity that amounts almost to genius
(says the Auckland Star). In spare moments he has put
his industry and talent to good purpose, and quite recently
completed and installed a wireless telegraphic plant, prac-tically making everything on the premises and effecting an
improvement on the Marconi mechanism in one important
particular. The ingenious Frenchman has himself made
the battery; the Rhunkorff coil, in which seven miles of
delicately thin wire has been absorbed; the spark gap; two
condensers which are used to regulate the strength of the
sparks; the transformer for treating the current in its pas-
sage from the spark gap to the aerial wire; the receiving
apparatus; the timing apparatus, and the mast, with aerial
wires, which has yet to be erected.

The battery that has been made does not develop suffi-
cient current to transmit messages to a greater distance than
40 or 50 miles. A six-inch spark only can be obtained, and
it requires a four or five feet spark to allow the wave
travelling a distance of 500 or 600 miles. But the appa-
ratus is admirably adapted for the educational purposes for
which it has been designed, and the practical demonstra-
tions that can be given to the college students is more
effective and interesting than explanations and theoretical
illustrations.

With the exception of the battery, which affects the
transmission of messages in the manner

_

stated, the plant
can deal quite effectually with the reception of messages at
almost any distance, and this fact has been demonstrated
in an unexpected manner. Through legislation prohibiting
the erection of the poles necessary to carry aerial wires to
receive waves the receiving apparatus at present is uncon-
nected, but so sensitive is the magnetic coherer that war-
ships’ messages have been intercepted, one especially (though
in code) being distinctly recorded, and another, presumably
from a much longer distance, being rather faintly recorded.

It is in connection with the receiving apparatus that
Monsieur Roussel has made an important departure from
the Marconi instrument. With the latter the coherer takes
the form of a vacuum tube, with the air exhausted and filled
with nickel and silver filings. The local production is a
magnetic coherer, with an iron bar running through a glasstube, no air exhausted and the filling consisting of soft iron
filings. Not only has the iron filings a better action, but
the magnet adjusted to the side can be shifted to any
position to increase or decrease the sensitiveness of the, re-
ceiver. This appliance is so sensitive that it records the
slightest electric spark in the same room, and sparks from
a Wimshurst influencing machine, located in another room
some distance away, were also plainly and separately re-
corded.

>It is also of interest to mention that the Wimshurst
machine was made by Monsieur Roussel, and is valued at
£2O at least. The whole of the wireless plant is beautifully
finished, the brass work being particularly well fitted, and
reflects the utmost credit on the industrious and ingenius
Roussel, who is not only very unassuming, but most happy
to offer explanations, as he did to a Star reporter, who
inspected the plant.

There is one matter that needs attention before the full
benefit of the plant can he obtained. Legislation prescribes
a penalty of £SOO for erecting apparatus for receiving or
transmitting wireless messages, and the college authorities
cannot without permission erect the mast for the necessary
aerial wires. As the plant is intended only for educational
purposes to transmit and receive messages from short dis-
tances, and not for the purpose of making a business of it,
the authorities are hopeful that it will not be.. long before
the required permission of the Government will, be given.'

Domestic
By MAUREEN

Cleaning Leather Chairs.
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Treatment of Nervous Children
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WITCH’S HERBAL OINTMENT (Registered).

; ~try family requires some kind of ointment to be keptm the honse to be used in the treatment of burns, scaldschilblains, bruises, ulcers, scalp sores, inflammatory skindiseases (particularly of parasitic origin)—in fact, in an?case in which an emollient antiseptic dressing isWITCH’S OINTMENT acta soothingly and cSfalively alicases;of hemorrhoids or piles. Price, Is 6d and 3s 6d allchemists and stores. Tussicura Manufacturing Company,proprietors. ° r **

Here’s a hint, of value to you: If you have to shift be
sure you get the NEW ZEALAND EXPRESS COMPANY,LTD., to move your things. Their men are expert at the
work, and take as much care of things as if they.were their?
own. Careless carriers can do. pounds? worth of damage'
to , your furniture. It’s wise, therefore, to get the N.Z,
EXPRESS GO., on whom you can thoroughly rely.... . •


